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		This edited book brings together case studies from different contexts which all explore how a rapidly evolving digital landscape is impacting translation and intercultural communication. The chapters examine different facets of digitization, including how professional translators leverage digital tools and why, the types of digital data Translation Studies scholars can now observe, and how the Digital Humanities are impacting how we teach and theorize translation in an era of automation and artificial intelligence. The volume gives voice to research from across the professional and academic spectrum, with representation from Hong Kong, Canada, France, Algeria, South Korea, Japan, Brazil and the UK. This book will be of interest to professionals and academics working in the field of translation, as well as digital humanities and communications scholars. 
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Sony A200 (Focal Digital Camera Guides)Focal Press, 2008
Part camera manual, part in-depth photography guide, this essential resource is a must-have for every Sony DSLR photographer.     

       Focal Digital Camera Guides: Sony A200 

Just bought a Sony A200 and looking to combine practical know-how with inspiration? This one-stop, easy-to-read guide covers all the basic functions...
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18 Steps for Starting Your BusinessOut Of Your Mind, 2008


	Thank you for choosing 18 Steps to Starting Your Business as

	the tool to help you start your new business or to use as a textbook

	in your entrepreneurial classes. I hope that it will prove to be of

	great help to you.





	It has often been said that, “You can run your business by the seat

	of your...
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Core Java Volume I--Fundamentals (9th Edition) (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2012

	Fully updated to reflect Java SE 7 language changes,   Core Java™, Volume I—Fundamentals, Ninth Edition,   is the definitive guide to the Java platform.


	 


	Designed for serious programmers, this reliable, unbiased,...
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Visual Basic 2005 with .NET 3.0 Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
With this completely up-to-date tutorial and reference, you'll quickly learn  how to develop Visual Basic (VB) programs that leverage the latest features of  Vista and .NET 3.0. The tutorial section walks you through VB.NET from scratch,  providing you with in-depth descriptions of the development environment, basic  program syntax, and standard...
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Oral Precancer: Diagnosis and Management of Potentially Malignant DisordersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Without early detection, oral cancer is deadly. Protect your patients by applying the latest clinical interventions.


	Rates of new oral cancer cases continue to increase and mortality rates remain alarmingly high. Oral

	cancer may be preceded by clinically identifiable precancerous changes in the oral mucosa,...
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Rf And Baseband Techniques for Software Defined RadioArtech House Publishers, 2005
Software defined radio (SDR) is an emerging form of radio architecture, which
encompasses a wide range of design techniques in order to realize a truly flexible,
and potentially future-proof, transceiver system. As a field, it is very broad, encompassing:
systems design, RF, IF, and baseband analogue hardware design, digital...
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